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Name: _______________________________



Public

Public

Latin: Commodus (fitting, convenient)
+ ad (to) = to make convenient

Verb:
To accommodate Related noun:

Commode

Adjective:
Accommodating

The word ‘accommodation’ means
_________________________________

_________________________________

_________________________________

_________________________________

(noun)



Public

Public

Find the synonyms:

Lodging apartment         cyclist       

residence          ice cream              flat

Caveman                         pad

Find the correct examples:

My sister is going to London to University and needs to find 

accommodation there.

I need two tins of blue accommodation so I can paint by bedroom.

We stayed in five-star accommodation in Tenerife.

The worst accommodation I ever saw was when we stayed in Pwllheli. It 

was infested with lice and nobody had cleaned the bathroom!

Could you put that accommodation in the boot for me, please?

The accommodation was very comfortable and extremely well-equipped.
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Public

Greek: analuein (unloose)

Another noun:
Analyst

To analyse means to
_________________________________

_________________________________

_________________________________

_________________________________

(verb)

Adjective:
AnalyticNoun:

Analysis



Public

Public

Find the synonyms:

Inspect           paint              evaluate

mess up               scrutinize

Study           complain           hide

Find the correct examples:

As a class, we are going to analyse the data on how often teachers use 

their mobile phones during the lunch hour.

For “A” level English you have to analyse a text by Shakespeare.

Close analysis of the figures show that schools needs to save one billion 

pounds this year.

Cats like to analyse while they eat.

Could you put this analyse in that envelope, please?

The inspectors analysed every document thoroughly.
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Latin: audire (to hear)

Related noun:
Audiology

If something is audible, it is….
_________________________________

_________________________________

_________________________________

_________________________________

(adjective)

Related noun:
Audition

Related noun:
Audience



Public

Public

Find the synonyms:

Hearable pink               discernible

smelly                silly

Detectable          loud         perceptible   

Find the correct examples:

When the professor got up to speak, there was not a whisper audible in 

all the room.

From the back of the class, the girl’s voice was barely audible.

Can you try this hat on to see if it’s audible?

You need to turn the volume up until the music is audible.

Both my friends bought audibles recently.

The dog whistle is not audible to the human ear.

The book describes an audible and his mother, who go to live in the USA.
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Public

Germanic: bi (by) + neothan (below)

If something is beneath, it is
_________________________________

_________________________________

_________________________________

_________________________________

(preposition)

Related 
preposition:
Underneath

Related noun:
Netherworld

Related Proper 
Noun:
Netherlander



Public

Public

Which are synonyms and which 

are antonyms?

Above               below                 under

over                  higher

Underneath             nether

Find the correct examples:

Beneath the rock they found a beautiful, venomous snake.

I found him hiding beneath the teacher’s desk.

You take the top bunk and I’ll sleep beneath.

Did we bring any beneath home with us?

I do think the teacher is looking very beneath today.

I finally found the paper I was looking for beneath all those books.

My glasses were beneath the sofa.

I find beneath goes very well with chips.
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Germanic: Bergen (shelter, preserve) ?

If something is buried, it is_________________________________

_________________________________

_________________________________

_________________________________

(verb, past tense)

Related  noun:
Burial

Related noun:
Burying beetle

Verb title:
To bury



Public

Public

Which are synonyms and which 

are antonyms?

Dug up           entombed          
disinterred

Interred               uncovered

Revealed             planted

Find the correct examples:

My dog has forgotten where he buried his bone.

When you’ve finished your breakfast I want you to bury your teeth.

If you go to Stow Park, you can watch the squirrels burying nuts.

There is no point burying your head in the sand over this.

Metal detector fans hope that one day they will find a hoard of buried 

treasure.

Does my hair look buried in this?



Public

Public

Latin: claudere (to shut) + con 
(completely)

Verb:
Conclude

A conclusion found at the end of … 
_________________________________

_________________________________

_________________________________

_________________________________

(noun)

Related noun:
Exclusion

Related noun:
Inclusion



Public

Public

Find the synonyms:

Fish             judgement              outcome

stone                   confidence

Result             decision            end

Find the correct examples:

Have you come to a conclusion yet?

I put the conclusion in my bag.

The conclusion of the story was that the cat apologised and came home.

Before I come to any conclusion, I would like to know all the facts.

Tonight, I’m going to have conclusion on toast for supper.

It’s really difficult finding a suitable conclusion to this saga.



Public

Public

Latin: con (with) + Scire (to know)

Definition of the word ‘conscience’ and one sentence using the word 
‘conscience’ _________________________________

_________________________________

_________________________________

_________________________________

(noun)

Verb: 
conscientious

Related adjective: 
unconscious



Public

Public

Find the synonyms:

Principles            scruples           batman

qualms                 inner voice

Collect            contemplate

Find the correct examples:

I was going to write a nasty letter to him but my conscience told me not 

to.

I find it difficult to act against my conscience.

Some bankers seem to have no conscience at all.

What does your conscience tell you about the theft?

I’m sorry I didn’t call you – it’s been on my conscience ever since.



Public

Public

Match the words with the correct definitions:

1. When you can hear something.

2. The opposite of on top.

3. The end of something; a final decision.

4. Somewhere you can live or stay.

5. To put in the ground.

6. When your brain tells you you’re doing something 

wrong.

7. To look at all the facts and work something out 

from them.

Accommodation

Analyse

Audible

Beneath

Buried

Conclusion

Conscience

Choose the correct word for each space:

1. When the old lady spoke, she was so quiet that she was barely ___________.

2. The hotel __________________ was the best I’d ever seen!

3. With a map, you might be able to find ______________ treasure!

4. If I eat too much chocolate, my ____________ tells me I shouldn’t.

5. Have you looked for your glasses ___________ the bed?

6. When we’ve finished reading this chapter, we’ll ___________ Shakespeare’s 

poetry.


